We consider the partially ordered set ([k
Introduction, Basic Results and Problems
Let us be given the partially ordered set ~, ( and a characterization of pairs (A, B) which are optimal, that is, assume this bound. We denote by (.0(n) the set of all those optimal pairs. In case where we emphasize the dependence on parameter k we also write ¢gd~k(n), Ok(n), f,.k(Ct), etc. instead of ~d~( n ) , ~O(n), f,(ct), etc.
Previous work is discussed in [9] , where the best results prior to those in this paper can be found. They are all for the binary alphabet, i.e. k = 2. Familiarity with this paper may be helpful but is not necessary for an understanding of the present results and proofs. We extend here first the key result of that paper to the case of general k. (1.3)
(ii) f~+:,(y) = (k s -1)(k "+s -y) + kSf~ (7) for s > O.
The explicit characterization of all pairs (7,~(Y)) given in [9" ] does not seem to allow a reasonably simple extension to general k. Therefore results concerning aspects of this characterization problem are already of interest. Now we use the AD-inequality (see [6] ) (1.4) (1.5)
Inspection shows that the same derivation is valid for all k and thus for (A, B) ~ cgdcgk(n ) lhl IBI < k 2"-'.
(
1.6)
This is tight only for even k. In [9] the arithmetic-geometric means inequality was applied to two terms and so do we now for general k. Hence, (1.8)
Problem I. For every k describe all (A, B) ~ c~d%(n) with equality in (1.8) .
In the terminology of [10] this is an equality characterization problem.
Problem II. How does f,,k(a) behave asymptotically in k, n, and ~t? Next we try to generalize statements of type (a) and (b) to general k, Finally we solve Problem V. Let A be any integer, -k" <_ A <_ k", find as(n) = max{IAl: (A, B) ~ed%(n), lal = lal + ~}.
We completely solve problems III and IV and provide partial results for the other problems.
Auxiliary Results
We use for the proofs of our Theorems 1 and 2 results of Daykin, Kleitman and West 1,5]. They are described in the abstract of I"5]. Except for a reference to these Theorems in brackets, we literally repeat the main part of the abstract:
"Let L be a lattice of divisors of an integer (isomorphically, a direct product of chains). We prove IAI IBI < ILl lf pk "-I < ~ < (p + 1)k "-I and fl =. rmodk, then
(iv)
and, finally, Finally, we call (A, B) ~ cgdCg(n) A-saturated (resp. B-saturated), if there is no (A, B') ~ ogden(n) with B c B', B # B' (resp. (A', B) e cg.~CCg(n) with A c A', A ~ A') and we call (A, B) saturated (or bisaturated), if it is A-saturated and B-saturated. We denote the set of all these saturated pairs by Y(n).
Actually, fewer definitions would suffice for the proofs of our Theorems. However, clarity is gained by analysing in which generality properties used hold. We establish therefore first simple properties of the classes defined. It is immediately clear that
Our first result is of general nature.
Lemma 1. (i) For A, B c ['k]" we have (A\(A ^ B),B\(A ^ B)) ~ ~dd~g(n). (ii) For (A,B) eCd~Cd(n) we have AN(A A B)=BA(.4 ^ B)=AN(A v B)= BN(A v B)=Z.
Proof. (n) (3.5) holds.
Proof. Since (A, B) is A-saturated the previous argument gives cp(B) = ¢p(A). For a e ¢p(A), a ~ ~p(B) the case in which a is incomparable with all members of B is to be discussed. Here A' = (A LJ {a})\{a'}, a' > a, has smaller total weight than A and since (A', B)e c~aCC~(n) we get a contradiction. The remaining identities in (3.5) are established as previously. 
A Formula for f . via 8(n)
Let us define for 0 < ~ < k"
Here all numbers are non-negative integers. Note that M r # ~, because (7, 0) e M r. Next we establish a relation between y and a pair (a*, fl*) at which the maximum occurs. Proof. This is the first argument, which not just generalizes that of [9] . However, it starts as previously. Let us consider the pair (ks, (k -1)k "-~) and derive with (i) in Theorem 5 [5] (for p = k -2) and I~k(n,a, fl) = I~k(n, fl, a ) that (k~,(k -1)k "-l) e M~, because 
for all (a',fl') e M r
In particular we get at a maximum (a*, fl*) 
We conclude from (4.5) that 8~5 < 0. In view of (4.2) r* > a*, but if k -1 > 1 this does not imply (as in the case k = 2) that 6 > 0 and e < 0. 
Next observe that the pair
is a cloud antichain with [A[ = k "-2 and IBI = (k -1)2k "-2, so
It follows from (4.6) and (4.7) that
But f,(.) is a decreasing function and ? _< k "-z by hypothesis so we have the contradiction
Proof of Theorem 1
Starting with ( 
Conversely, if we choose (7.3) and from (7.2), (
For ~ + 1 < k "-2 the recursion (i) in Theorem 2 applies and, since f._z(3,
, and hence fn(3, + 1) < f. (3,) for all 0 < 3' < kn-2.
Suppose for some 3,, 0 < V < k ~-2, strict inequality in (7.1) holds, i.e.
L(L(3,)) = 3,1 >--3, + 1,
which contradicts (7.5). We summarize these findings Corollary. 
On Problem I: an Equality Characterization

Thus (8.2) gives finally (iv).
Proof. Sufficiency of (i) or (ii) follows by a construction, which generalizes that of Section 8 in [9] from k = 2 to general k. In case (i) it goes as follows.
Let __A,,(s) (resp. ,~,,(s)) be the s smallest (resp. largest) weight elements of [k] m. Set
and verify that (A,B)~ c~dCg(n), IAI = 12, and IBI
To see the necessity we use the following result, which is a special case of our forthcoming Theorem 2 in [10] , which corrects Theorem 6 of [5] :
In our case #,(n, a, r) =/Zk(n, a, k" -el) = --when k"la 2 and we can use the relations
However, we have also k'let, k i+1 ~a=,k"-il k" -a and k i+1 ~'k" -a and therefore necessarily i > n -i. Hence (ii) in Lemma 8 holds iff k~l a where
Now we have Ial --~ -/~k(n, ~,/~) = ~ and
An Asymptotic Result
The recursive formula of Theorem 2 in conjunction with Theorem 3 allow to estimate the growth off,. (ii) For any y and n so large that y < k" we write
,.~ (k ~ -1)(k .+, -~) + kSf. (7) and notice that
A Divisibility Property of Optimal and Bisaturated Pairs
We present here a result, which we later use and which is interesting in itself. We interpret now these properties in terms of the structures of A* and B* under the assumption k )f 8" and derive a contradiction. By our supposition k ~ 8" for the last digit d,(fl.* -1) (i.e. the n-th component of 8" -1) of integer 8" -1 (the biggest number in B*) we have
Theorem 5. Let (A, B) be optimal and bisaturated, that is, (A, B) ~ O(n) • 2f(n) = ~(n). Then a maximum pair
Let integer 8" -1 be the l-th lexicographic dement, when it is read backwards (as the numbers in A*). We just proved that it does not appear in A* and so l _> a*. 
I 1. Solution of Problem III
It suffices to study the set
where G(n) is defined in the Introduction.
(11.1)
Lemma 9. The set Z(G(n)) consists only of pairs (A,B) for which IAI = IBI = G(n) or equivalently f~(G(n)) = G(n).
Proof. Clearly there are (A, B)~ Z(G) which are optimal and bisaturated. It suffices to show that for such a pair IAI = IBI. We know from Lemma 5 that there exist integers e*, fl*, 0 < ct*, fl* < k" such that It is easy to veriI~y, that no two consecutive integers e*, e* + 1; e* < kn; satisfy c~*=e* and e*+l=e*+l.
Also, we note that e*+l</~*-l, since /~* -e* > k > 2. This is a contradiction and hence e* = 8*. 
So Lemma 10 shows, that max~ g(e) = G is achieved, when
Proof of (iii). Let us proceed by induction on m. m = 1: We need to consider only e divisible by k (since (A,B) is bisaturated) and k-1 2 k+l-2 satisfying ~ k < e < ~ k . 
Proof of (ii). Suppose Q(n) is achieved for some pair (A,B) with IBI
Case. ~ k z < I[A'd = k 2----~lkZ -#k(3'~"~-k2'fl2) = (k --1)(kz
We apply Theorem 5 of [5] :
_~ __k-lk+k__-lfl+__k-la (k-t)Zk
(12. 8) and hence 
Ga(a, fl) = (e -12k(3, a, fl))(fl --
#k(3, Cq fl)) - k(k2_4 .- (k_~ k + l k(k 2- = ( -~a -~-i f l + 1!). f l _~+ 4 I)) Nowletusdefinefl-o~=xandconsiderthefunctionL(x)=x(l- ~) . We k z k 2 verify that L(xl) < L(x2),(k "-~ + 1)(k" -1)' IBm] IBBI 4 L (k "-1 -1)(k" -i) 4 (k m-1 + 1)(k" + 1)
Case.-< a <_ fl < -T-g
We apply again Theorem 5 of (ii) n = 2m + 1: For any A and t with -k 2m+l ~ k 2m+I -2tk m+l -k "+l < '4 < k2m+l _ 2tk,,+l + k "+x _< k 2m+l
aa(n) = F2m+l(tk "+l, tk '~+l + "4).
The proof uses three auxiliary results (Lemmas 13, 14, and 15 below) concerning the function F,, which are obtained by a thorough analysis. Essential use is made of properties of the function/4, which were obtained by Daykin, Kleitman, and West. We rely upon their Theorem 5 in [5] , which is restated in Section 2 and from now on will be refered to as Theorem DKW.
We present and prove now our auxiliary results. , where A~' (resp. B~') is the set of (a-6) smallest lexicographic vectors written backwards (resp. (a-6) smallest lexicographic vectors). From (i) it follows that it is sufficient to consider 6; 0 < 6 < k. We consider the first components of vectors A~. As kla the first component of the a-th vector is equal to k -1. Hence, the first components of vectors A* are k-6, k-6+ l,...,k-1. We consider separately cases a) 6 < s and b) 6 > s. Now we try to estimate max. F.(a, a + A) for arbitrary fixed A. We concentrate on the case n = 2m. Obviously, for any A, there exists a unique t, such that 
and in case 
I f s k 2m-1 < o~ < (s +
, then we apply again Lemma 13 or the Corollary, respectively.
The proof of (ii) is analogous. 
F2(tk, t k + A ) -F 2 ( ( t + l ) k , ( t + l ) k + ' 4 ) = 2 t + l -k + [~--~l > -O .
So, max~F2(e,e + A) = F2(kt, kt + .4) for all .4 satisfying (13.5). According to Lemma 15 (case (a) in (ii)) it follows that rnax~ F2m(~,~ + .4) can be attained when
we verify (using formula (iv)of Theorem DKW) that
We compare values F2m(sk2'n-l,sk 2m-1 + d) and F2m(Ct, e + d), where e satisfies (13.6). Using formulas (ii) and (vi) of Theorem DKW one has 
(13.6) one has
This case can be treated analogously. and we verify that 
On Optimal and Bisaturated Pairs
Recall that (A, B)~ Cg~CCgk(n ) is called optimal exactly if ]BI = f,(lAI). An optimal pair (A, B) is always A-saturated, but not necessarily B-saturated. We try to describe pairs of cardinalities (IAI, IBI) for all pairs (A,B), which are optimal and bisaturated. Earlier we denoted this set by ..¢1(n) = dT(n) fl 6P(n). Clearly for (A, B) Proof. We know that fn(k n-2) = (k -1)2k n-2 (follows from Theorem 3) and that (A,B)s tit'(n), where [AI = k "-2, [B[ = (k -1)2k n-2. Therefore, for any a,
Suppose, for some a, k n-2 <_ a < f~(a) < (k -1)2k n-2, ct < k n-1. We denote A. = fl -a and together with (14.4) let us consider
Therefore, from Lemma 13 it follows that 
This is a contradiction, since f.(.) is a monotonically decreasing function. Hence Therefore e -/~(n, e, c~ + A.) _< T(e, d.)
#k(n, k n-t, k n-t + `4.) and since kl d. we have gk(n, k "-t, k n-1 + `4) = k"
Hence a = a -#k(n,a,a + `4.) < k rt -l~k(n,k~-t,k ~-1 + ,4.) and this is also a contradiction, because we assumed (14.6). ct, fl < (k -1)k "-t is proved analogously. F,(a,a + A) it follows that for all 0 < a < k" max F,(e, e + f~(a) -a) = a. 
Explicit Values of f .(a)
We return to our original question: what is f,(a)?
Theorem 11. We proceed by induction on m. m = 1" As 1 < t < k (condition of (ii), then t is from the interval a) which is settled. Now we use the induction hypothesis (15.1) and our recursive formula for 1 < t < kra-1. " f2ra(t 2 --t) = (k -1)k 2m-i + kf2m_2(t 2 -t) -(k -1)(t 2 -t) = (k -1)k 2"-1 + k(k --1 -t)(k '~-t -t + 1) -(k -l)(t 2 -t) = (k 2 -t)(k ~-t + 1).
(iii) follows from Theorem 10. We put t = sk ~-I and verify that for 0 _< t5 <__ k% Remark. For n odd there are similar results.
An Algorithm for Computingf.(a)
We distinguish three cases
Case. a < kn-2:
Here we apply our recursive formula.
Case. k n-2 < a ~ (k -1)2kn-2:
We do the case n = 2m (the case n odd is similar). We find the unique t for which t 2 --t < a <~ t 2 + t; k ra-I <7 f "< (k --1)k m-i.
